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FROM THE DESK OF
BISHOP THOMAS J.
BICKERTON

Hope is found when we place our faith in a God
who knows us, forgives us, and loves us despite
ourselves.
The last month or so I have been faced with multiple calls and e-mails informing me of
the death of several friends and colleagues. Those announcements were met with shock
and disbelief as each of them died much sooner than I ever would have anticipated. The
realization that someone significant in my life had died also exposed the sobering reality
of how unpredictable life really is. And, in each case, my heart immediately opened with a
need to express feelings of sympathy and love to their loved ones and close friends.
When I reflected on my relationship with each of these persons, I recalled that there were
times when we did not agree, times when we had lively debates, and times when the
potential existed for one or both of us to hurt the other because of our strong convictions
or actions.
And yet, . . . and yet, when confronted with matters related to the end of life, my heart filled
with deep emotion and love for them even though we didn’t always see eye-to-eye.
Last week, I read the daily devotion from Richard Rohr’s Center for Action and
Contemplation. In that devotion, Rohr quoted from a book by Victoria Loorz entitled,
Church of the Wild: How Nature Invites us into the Sacred.
Loorz writes: “post-doom spirituality… accepts the fullness of our reality: the tragedy as
well as the beauty. This spirituality moves into—and then eventually beyond—grief and
repentance toward a deeper, more courageous, compassionate, and spiritual aliveness…
Facing the reality that we’re standing on a precipice right now, as a species and as a whole
planet, is sobering, to say the least. But facing what is real opens the heart to grief, which
somehow opens the heart to love even more deeply…
When you reconnect with the alive world in a more compassionate way, and when you
realize that the whole world is a living system that can only thrive when death makes
room for new life, you may feel a calm settle into you. You may find yourself with the
energy that comes from love to embrace the whole story, including the necessary
emptiness and loss…”
There is little doubt that we have been immersed during a period that could very well be
described as “gloom and doom.” COVID-19 has humbled us with the reality that life is in
the balance and, as a result, uncertainty consumes our thoughts.
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Emotionally, we seem to encounter more and more snarly people who are angry, afraid, skeptical, and
impatient. It seems that it is easy for all of us to digress into depression, negativity, and over-reaction.
And yet, as Loorz suggests, when tragedy comes, one of the possibilities before us is to embrace “a
deeper, more courageous, compassionate, and spiritual aliveness.”
This is a season of life when we long for a word of hope. And yet, if that longing is dependent upon our
own human solutions, we will end up disappointed and discouraged. Hope is found when we place
our faith in a God who knows us, forgives us, and loves us despite ourselves. Throughout biblical and
human history, there are countless examples of how God has provided light for the darkness and a path
for those who have wandered astray. That same God stands with us as we continue to find light and
direction for the living of our days. It is not about what we can achieve or accomplish.
It IS about what we believe God has done, is doing, and will do during what might seem to be
insurmountable obstacles.
This isn’t anything new. However, when we revisit what it means to have hope amid challenging and
uncertain times, we can find a new-ness in the reminder that God is with us every step of the way. And
with that kind of faith, we can, in turn, provide support and encouragement for those who are struggling
to find their way.
Relationship is not dependent upon agreement. It is, as Victoria Loorz writes, a “fierce love, looking
toward how we can all live our highest quality of life together as beloved community, no matter what.”
I’m looking for a fresh re-start. I’m looking for a re-start with love at the center of my being. I’m looking
for a spiritual aliveness, a courageous, compassionate, spiritual aliveness. And I’m glad I don’t have to
hunt for it alone.
How about you?
In life, in death, in life beyond death, God is with us.
Thanks be to God!1

The Journey Continues, . . .

Thomas J. Bickerton
Resident Bishop

1

Taken from the United Church of Canada, “A New Creed,” (1968)
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NYAC COOPERATIVE
PARISHES: HOW TO
SET UP FOR SUCCESS

“
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“

The goal isn’t to make
reform of how our local
churches work together
easy, but instead, to make it
relevant and sustainable for
the future.

Survey after survey reveals a truth that we all know intuitively:
Churches of all denominations are struggling to recover post
Pandemic. The challenges are numerous and often daunting.
How do we resume in the face of the many latent concerns and
fears that the Pandemic has exacerbated? More importantly,
how do we help our congregations rebound and thrive?
In August 2021, United Methodist Communications conducted
a follow-up survey on the Impact of COVID 19 on United
Methodist Churches. The study had first been issued in 2020.
The new data confirm that many of our UMCs are challenged
on several fronts—most notably finances and attendance:
Most (59%) say “finances are tight, but they can manage
by reducing expenses”, and 15% say “finances are not
a concern”. The remainder expect to make significant
changes.
Over three-quarters (76%) say church giving is down,
and 1/3 (34%) say giving is down more than 40%.
Having said that, overall, the 958 clergy and lay leaders
who responded to the survey remain hopeful and optimistic,
despite the physical, psychological and emotional upheaval
that the Pandemic caused.

“Throughout each study phase we’ve seen that the United
Methodist body and leadership have been adaptive
and capable of finding creative solutions for conducting
ministry and supporting members, despite unprecedented
circumstances” shared Teresa Faust, Research Manager
for United Methodist Communications, the denomination’s
global communication agency. One model that has emerged
as a transformative means of ensuring the longevity of the
church is that of Cooperative Ministry. Three years ago,
NYAC made the decision to break down into Cooperative
Parishes. It turned out to be a fortuitous move. Within the
United Methodist Church, cooperative parishes enable
congregations, church-related agencies and pastors in a
defined geographic area to develop a relationship of trust and
mutuality that results in coordinated church programs and
ministry.
When COVID uncertainty was at its peak, Cooperative
Parish systems empowered churches to quickly facilitate
collaboration and collective support.

What is
Cooperative Ministry?
At its core, cooperative ministry is more a style of ministry
than any particular structure or organizing technique, explains
Rev. Clay Smith, a consultant with The Hinton Rural Life
Center in Hayesville, North Carolina. It starts when church
leaders (whether lay or clergy) explore best ways to pursue
effective ministry to benefit all of their congregations.
Cooperative Parishes work to break down all kinds of boundaries
(including racial and ethnic barriers) that divide people and
congregations. The approach has been used to organize a
few churches in one community, as well as a means to provide
highly-effective ministry across entire Annual Conferences. At
its essence, the structure speaks to the heart of what United
Methodist Connectionalism is all about. Consequently, many
believe that it is the most hopeful and promising way of going
about ministry within the United Methodist connection.
The blessings, both financial and relational, are clear:
Cooperative ministry enhances and builds up the identity and
strength of local churches, as it helps them increase outreach
and witness to their communities.
Yet the downsides are also real. It takes time, hard work,
and trust to establish a connection in a large group
and, quite frankly, sometimes it may seem easier to just
accomplish things on your own.

Biblical Images for
Cooperative Ministry
Unity is affirmed and blessed by God (Psalm
133)
Perfect unity in Christ is a witness to the world
of God’s love (John 17:20-23)
Sharing of resources, tending equally to the
needs of all (Acts 2:44-45)
Many with different gifts are joined together in
harmony (Romans 12:3-16)
Please others and build them up; praise God
with one voice (Romans 15:1-6)
God’s servants, working together with God (I
Corinthians 3:3-9)
One Spirit/ many gifts, One body/ many
members (I Corinthians 12:4-31)
Bear one another’s business (Galatians 6:2,
9-10)
Unity of the body of Christ (Ephesians 4:1-7;
11-16)
Striving side by side with one mind (Philippians
1: 27-28)
Look out for one another’s interest, Let the mind
that was in Christ be in you (Philippians 2:4)
Love binds together in perfect unity (Colossians
3:12-15)
Source: Reprinted with permission of Hinton Rural Life Center
(Hayesville, North Carolina) as published in Hinton Models for Ministry
by Rev. A. Clay Smith
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“If you have any encouragement from being united with
Christ, if any comfort from his love, if any common sharing
in the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then make
my joy complete by being like-minded, having the same love,
being one in spirit and of one mind. Do nothing out of selfish
ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others
above yourselves, not looking to your own interests but each
of you to the interests of the others.”
Confronting prevailing misconceptions ensures Cooperative
Parishes are well positioned to build up the body of Christ.
Rev. Smith has been on the front lines of this movement
for more than 40 years. His experience with Cooperative
Parishes has taught him that you will need to address
prevailing misconceptions about them. Only then, will they be
well positioned to build up the body of Christ.
For one thing, he stresses the need to communicate that
Cooperative Parishes do not superimpose a new structure
on a group of congregations. Nor does this approach seek to
eliminate small, struggling churches.
| 05

For this reason, getting the right people involved in a
Cooperative Parish is almost as critical as the mission of the
Cooperative itself. “It’s very important to have key lay people
on board from the very beginning involved in the discussions
around the table about this so it’s just not something the
pastors think is good,” he continues. “You have to have lay
people see the vision of what cooperative ministry can be
among a group of congregations.”

“

Confronting prevailing
misconceptions ensures
Cooperative Parishes are
well positioned to build up
the body of Christ.

“

But as Philippians
2:1-4 affirms:

“From the very beginning,” he stresses, “some people will
say ‘what you’re trying to do is consolidate all the churches
into one church,’ and that’s not what cooperative ministry is
about. Still, it’s the automatic default position many assume is
the hidden agenda,” he says.

An Early Model of
Cooperative Ministry in Action
In 1975, as a newly-ordained pastor, Rev Smith joined a small
group of about five other church leaders in Caswell County, N.C.
With the goal of supporting each other, their churches and the
community at large, they formed the Caswell Cooperative Parish.
At the time the six pastors served 15 small churches between
them. In this BC era (before computers), many struggled to
juggle the tasks of typing and printing Sunday bulletins, along
with their other assignments. But there is strength in numbers,
and after some back and forth, the Parish purchased the
necessary equipment and hired a part-time secretary to help.
This gave all of the pastors more freedom to do other things.
Rev. Smith says another big benefit of Cooperative Parishes—
one the average person in the pews wouldn’t be aware of-- is
how it brings pastors together to support each other. The
clergy get a chance to form friendships and know each other’s
strengths and weaknesses. In Caswell, Rev. Smith says
pastors would dissect scripture or talk about different sermon
ideas in their weekly lectionary study group. He and his
colleagues greatly benefited from this communal approach.
“I loved to preach, but I dreaded preparing to preach because
it took so much time and energy,” Rev. Smith recalls. “And it
was great to have everybody kind of reflect upon what the text
said about a particular situation and provide feedback.”

Dr. Sylvester—who also serves as the current Dean of
Cabinet—modeled the Connecticut District Cooperative
Parishes after the structure of Bishop Bickerton’s Cabinet.
Each of the eight Parish Coordinators in his district functions as
“Mini District Superintendents” while the clergy within the parish
“specialize in cross pollinating experiences,” he explains.

Cooperative Parishes at
Work in the New York
Annual Conference

For the ten pastors who represent 12 churches in the Greater
Meriden Cooperative Parish, this meant leaning into their
strengths—or, as Rick Hanse puts it, into what “makes them
come alive,”—for the good of the cooperative.

In the New York Annual Conference, the Greater Meriden
Cooperative Parish provides a good example of how joining
together and sharing resources can benefit all parties involved.
“We’re not silos anymore. We’re really seeing ourselves as one
group or one parish with different campuses,” says Rev. Richard
(Rick) L. Hanse, the Greater Meriden Parish Coordinator.
“The model enables us not to be so concerned someone is going
to take our ideas. We can bring the best in us and through us.”
“They are NOT repeating the old cluster concept. We’ve
blown that up,” adds Connecticut District Superintendent
Rev. Dr. Alpher Sylvester. “Instead, they focus on strategic
ministries to find best practices and best ideas.”

Last year, during the height of COVID, the Connecticut
Parishes—clergy and laity alike—met weekly via Zoom.
Currently, they meet monthly. These initial, regular meetings
enabled participants to form close bonds and connections.
Four of the churches in the Parish that were fairly close
neighbors—First UMC Meriden, First Middletown, East Berlin
and South Meriden Trinity—formed their own little subset
within the parish. They call themselves “The New Room.”
“Every situation is going to be a little different. It has to kind of
evolve out of the specific need and what’s appropriate, so you
can do cooperation on many different levels,” Rev. Smith notes.
“For example, one of the great things cooperative ministry
does is it allows you to, say, bring in an expert about Christian
education in the small ministry of the church—and do that kind
of training in the local community rather than have people go to
a district headquarters or even an Annual Conference event.”
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Cooperative Ministry:
Questions to Consider
Cooperative ministry is a style of ministry that helps
us focus both on the health and strength of the local
congregation and on witness and outreach across a
larger geographical area.
Cooperative ministry is initiated when church leaders, lay
or clergy, begin to ask questions about effective ministry
for their congregations. Below are critical questions
about building more effective ministry that must be
considered:
•

•

What would happen if we envisioned the whole
county as the arena for our ministry rather than just
the small community around each United Methodist
church?
Are there some things we can do more effectively
together than we can do alone?

•

Can we do some training together that would
enhance the strength and identity of each
congregation and at the same time strengthen our
total witness in the wider community?

•

Are there some needs in our community that no one
church alone can meet?

•

What are the issues, problems, dreams, and visions
common to all our congregations?

•

How can we work together on these mutual
concerns?

Sharing Gifts and Graces
Across the Cooperative Parish
In the case of Greater Meriden Cooperative Parish, the first
step was to commit to share and capitalize on each other’s
strengths. Rev. Chinma Uche, Pastor of East Berlin UMC,
has a PhD in computer science and mathematics. She also
enjoys teaching, so she holds a parish “Lunch and Learn”
every few months to discuss issues around the faith.
Rev. Jacob Eun, Pastor of First United Methodist Church
of Wallingford, is a technology guru. He is responsible for
the Cooperative Parish website and the one newsletter that
highlights news and developments across the Cooperative
and goes to all of the churches in the parish.
And on the heels of moving First United Methodist Church in
Middleton, Connecticut from its old building into a brand new
facility, Rev. Barbara Marx has become the parish expert on
the details of managing such transitions.
Ongoing reciprocity is a linchpin to success. For example,
prior to the October consecration of First UMC’s new facility,
Rev. Marx was short of funds to pay for the extra-large rental
tent they needed to accommodate all of the worshippers. All
ten of the parish pastors chipped in to help defray the costs.
And when First UMC gathered for the consecration service,
four congregations (about 40 or 50 others) showed up to pray
for, support and celebrate for the ministries at Middletown. “It
was such a testimony to our support of each other. In the old
model, it would have been–it’s not my church—but we’re all
saying Barbara’s church is my church,” Rev. Hanse says.
“What drives the entire thing is just being intentional about
developing and nurturing healthy relationships with each
other—among the clergy and laity—and then going out into
the community with it.”
Rev. Hanse says the idea of having a “home church,” and a
“home-away-from-home” church is already taking root. He
notes a member of his congregation revealed he had always
wanted to check out services at East Berlin, but previously
felt sort of awkward about it.
Now, because the Parish has established the concept of having
a “home church,” and a “home-away-from-home” church,
members feel comfortable just showing up at East Berlin.

Source: Hinton Models for Ministry: Cooperative Ministry by Rev. A.
Clay Smith, published by the Hinton Rural Life Center (Hayesville, NC)
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Embracing Something
Greater for Impactful Ministry

13 Principles for Successful
Cooperative Ministries

Like others across the nation, pastors in the Greater Meriden
Cooperative Parish spent much of 2020 taking a deep dive
into possible instances of bias and systemic racism in their
local churches. At First UMC Meriden, Rev. Hanse realized their
nominating and leadership committees weren’t reflective of their
congregation. They’ve since worked to correct this and are moving
forward with implementation of a plan to address the problem.

1. Widespread lay involvement in all aspects of
cooperative ministry, from development to planning
to carrying through.
2. Strong and consistent assistance from the
denominational executive, such as a United
Methodist district superintendent.
3. Adequate time taken for planning, building, and
development; in most cases, at least from six
months to two years goes into the formation of the
ministry.
4. Research to assist in building a sound basis for
forming the ministry.
5. All professional staff are thoroughly informed
concerning the structure of the cooperative ministry
and each person’s responsibility in it.
6. Assurance from denominational leaders of
continued support, especially when changes in
leadership are made.
7. The cooperative ministry is confined to a natural,
sociologically homogeneous area.
8. All of the congregations in the area, large and small,
are a part of the cooperative venture.

Based on conversations with the nearly a dozen clergy and
laity who offered anecdotal insights for this article, the future
for Cooperative Parishes appears more than promising for
those willing and able to embrace this “new thing” God has
placed before us to ensure the life of the church.

A Well-Seasoned and Highly
Impactful Cooperative Parish
If past is prologue, however, the example set by Caswell
Cooperative Parish in North Carolina more than 40 years ago
may hold a key to what’s ahead. Although Caswell started as a
resource for six pastors serving the needs of 15 local churches, it
has morphed into something more far-reaching and inclusive. It’s
mission now is to help any and all in need in Caswell County. The
result? The Cooperative Parish grown into an interdenominational
conglomeration of more than 40 churches. By pooling their
resources and centralizing their ministries the parish has become
a primary source of emergency food and utilities assistance for the
underserved. It also provides a thrift shop, a community garden,
and Christmas gifts for children in need. By partnering with such
organizations as Second Harvest Food Bank of Northwestern NC,
Duke Energy, Food Lion, Walmart, and the NC Conference of the
UMC, over the years Caswell has come to the aid of thousands.
And in this age of racial divisiveness and restructuring, Rev. Smith
sees the geographically-based cooperative parish as a promising
way to promote and encourage cohesion and interconnectedness.
“Racial issues were something we were always trying to make
progress on, and the Cooperative Ministry, I think, has really helped
bring people together. What you began to see is all the people who
live here are of concern for us. The quality of life, all of the things
people deal with from day to day… If we all worked together, we
could have a more effective outreach and ministry than just one
church doing its own thing. Caswell has evolved.”
Rick Hanse sees the wisdom in this thought as well. “We’re
looking to rebrand Methodism so that we’re multi-campus,
multi-church—truly connectional—in order to see all the different
great things, we have to give to the body of Christ,” he says.
“The Cooperative Parish Model is one way to do it.”

9.

Financial support from the denominations involved is
available to assist with beginning the cooperative; usually
it can become self-supporting in three to five years.
10. Each congregation feels that it “has its own pastor,”
even though the staff might serve the entire
cooperative ministry.
11. Program planning is done by laypersons along with
professional staff.
12. In a multiple staff ministry, the staff builds strong
leadership in worship, planning, and fellowship, and
families of staff are involved.
13. In all planning several principles of leadership are
observed:
• Where people are affected by a decision they
are involved in making the decision.
• People tend to support ideas they have had a
share in formulating.
• People tend to reject ideas they have not had a
share in formulating.
• People tend to accept new ideas if they feel
they are to their advantage.

Source: Hinton Models for Ministry: Cooperative Ministry by Rev. A.
Clay Smith, published by the Hinton Rural Life Center (Hayesville, NC)
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New Disciples

REVITALIZATION
AND RENEWAL AT
FAIRFIELD GRACE
Rev. Young Choi is no stranger to overcoming
hurdles by putting the pedal to the metal—and
asking God to guide the journey.
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This past July, Rev. Young Choi—known for injecting energy
and fierce commitment into all that he touches—moved from
The United Methodist Church of Westville to Fairfield Grace
United Methodist Church. And based on the blessings of
church revitalization, growth and evangelism that he has
accomplished in the past, this congregation is in the very
best of hands.
Rev. Choi is eager to embrace any obstacles that he faces,
as he helps his new congregation navigate a world that
COVID has all but upended.
“Of course, there are challenges,” he acknowledges. “For
one thing, like many others, this congregation has been
challenged financially, both before and after COVID. In 2020
we faced a deficit, which we hope will improve, if only slightly,
this year.”
Rev. Choi stresses that Fairfield Grace is also confronting
an aging population—a systemic church problem across all
denominations. Simply put, the parish needs new blood.
“This congregation is full of extremely wonderful and faithful
people, but there is definitely an age gap. We must provide
a platform for younger folks. All churches today are dealing
with this.”
10 |

Seeking a New Generation
of Church Leaders

To do so, Rev. Choi has taken the first steps to build an
engaging and multi-faceted Sunday School program that
offers Bible lessons as well as opportunities for dance, music,
arts and crafts and other fun and interactive events.
“This is the most important and effective way to attract young
families. The idea is to bring young kids—and by extension
their parents—together around a Bible-based curriculum with
multi-media lessons. It is a challenge not to bore kids—so we
will mix it up with dance, song and arts and crafts. I did all of
that at Westville.”
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“

It’s time for what Rev. Choi calls
“disciple training”—discovering
and educating young leaders to
prepare them to carry the parish
into the future. “We must offer
a platform for them to grow as
Disciples of Jesus Christ.”

“

It’s time for what Rev. Choi calls “disciple training”—
discovering and educating young leaders to prepare them to
carry the parish into the future. “We must offer a platform for
them to grow as Disciples of Jesus Christ.”

“

Children’s programs may
not, in the short term,
tangibly bolster the bottom
line, but they ensure the
energy and vitality that is
needed for sustained, vibrant
growth.

“

- Reverend Young Choi
Fairfield Grace United
Methodist Church

Fairfield started its English-speaking classes in September
and one month later began its first-ever Korean option.
“To prepare for this, I had several meetings with the teachers,
and we will continue to gather to discuss improvement,” he
explains. “We are also conceiving a separate music and arts
program. I am praying and dreaming of a children’s choir in
this congregation.”
Rev. Choi is convinced that, while children’s programs may
not, in the short term, tangibly bolster the bottom line, they
ensure the energy and vitality that is needed for sustained,
vibrant growth. “Young families newly joining the church
will ultimately contribute financially so that we can emerge
healthier than ever,” he says.
In addition, Rev. Choi has opened childcare programs during
Sunday services for babies and kids too young for Sunday
School. “We expect that this will provide opportunities for
young mothers and fathers to come to in-person service and
be part of ministry together.”
Rev. Choi also conducts weekday Bible study in both English
and Korean through Zoom.

masks. It’s going to be so much fun!” Rev. Choi, who is an
expert player, will be teaching the classes. “It is a convenient
exercise to do in the church, and it provided good fellowship
at Westville.”
Rev. Choi hopes that other churches in the Annual
Conference will follow Fairfield’s lead in creating new
and diverse programs to broaden their base, in part by
addressing the many ways that COVID continues to foster a
sense of isolation, loneliness and anxiety for so many of us.
“If my ministry produces good results, I’d love it if we could
help other small churches who may not be able to all these
things by themselves.”
“Who knows!” he laughs. “I’m doing it at the local level but
United Methodists, we are a connectional church! Maybe
someday, for example, United Methodist will become the
best denomination for children’s education and people will be
saying, ‘Oh, United Methodists, they are the best at children’s
ministry. They really know what they are doing.’ And let’s not
forget ping pong!”

And that’s not all: Rev. Choi is introducing his “ping pong
fellowship,” which proved so popular at Westville. “We just
announced this,” he smiled. “One wonderful thing about
this congregation is that we have great facilities. A friend
has donated a ping pong table. It is assembled and ready
to go. We will be starting lessons soon. And people are
showing interest at the beginning level. We can play wearing
12 |

Reverend Choi
Has Done It
Before: UMC of
Westville
Rev. Choi is no stranger to overcoming hurdles by putting
the pedal to the metal—and asking God to guide the journey.
And he would be the first to say that sometimes you don’t
know what you are capable of until things fall apart. Literally.
That was the case four years ago when the ceiling in the
sanctuary of his former parish, The United Methodist Church
of Westville collapsed.
The building was nearly 200 years old, and from the peeling
white paint on the outside to the wood peeking through
plaster on the inside, the church was showing its age. The
holes in the steeple and the leaking bell tower (which led to
the ceiling collapse) had to be fixed. The roof needed to be
replaced. The pews had to be refinished, and the church
was in dire need of new sanctuary carpet, lighting fixtures,
and fans.
All told, the cost for these updates came to about half a
million dollars.
Some in the congregation thought that the church should
just cut its losses and rent out a new facility, particularly
since Westville had no cash reserves for upkeep, much less
restoration. Many congregants doubted they could raise that
much money on their own. Rev. Choi thought otherwise.
“As the lead pastor, I decided to give seed money to God
after praying about it with my wife,” Rev. Choi recalls.
Following his family’s pledge of $5,000 to the building
project, Rev. Young preached a sermon about the two fish
and five loaves of bread, noting that if God could create a
miracle out of that small amount of food, He could surely
do the same with the small amount of money that his family
had just donated.
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That started the ball rolling. The next Sunday, one or two
families also pledged to give to the fund. Then a young child
brought in his whole piggy bank to give to the church. One
family sold their wedding items and gave that money as
a building offering. And a member of the church who had
just opened a nail shop gave first fruits to the building fund.
Slowly, the church started pulling together.

The Gift that
Kept on Giving
Chiha Woo was a laity who was Task Force Team Leader of
the building project. Although a chiropractor by profession,
she also functioned as a de facto general contractor, finding,
and hiring individual experts in lighting, flooring, ceiling, and
electricity.
“Looking back, I believe that much of the challenge was
around time and money,” she says. Although members
ultimately pledged $500,000 towards the building fund, some
of those pledges were scheduled to be distributed over five
years.
As a result, the church had to take out a $150,000 bridge
loan to cover the initial costs. Woo’s big concern was
making sure that workers were paid in a timely manner.

“I believe that building and maintaining relationship with
trust is the most critical component when working with
others,” Woo says. “I tried hard to make sure that our
financial situation was well handled so that it didn’t affect
the relationship with the workers. Thankfully, by the grace of
God, everything was handled in the right manner.”
Even so, by January or February of 2019—midway through
the project—they were cash poor. Unfortunately, there was
still work to complete. Around that time Rev. Choi’s father-inlaw, who lives in South Korea, sent the family $10,000 to help
with his granddaughter Urim’s upcoming college tuition. “I felt
that God was waiting for this money, and my wife—she felt
the same thing,” Rev. Choi says.
Fortunately, Urim had earned a full scholarship to the
Parsons School of Design, so money wasn’t needed for
that. Prayerfully, Rev. Choi and his wife, Kyunghee Bae, once
again decided to give that money to the church. A week after
Rev. Choi announced that his family was donating another
$10,000 to the building fund, the congregation responded
with a $40,000 donation of its own. Once again, the work
could resume.
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Young Methodist Professionals Sow
Seeds to Ensure Westville’s Future

“

When Rev. Choi arrived
at Westville in 2012, there
were about 60 members.
Since then, membership more
than tripled to around 200

All construction and renovation work were completed in October 2019, and
the following month the church held a huge rededication service. The monthly
payments for the $150,000 bridge loan were manageable, partially because
members are still honoring their pledges and contributing to the building fund.
But another income stream comes from a surprising—and burgeoning—source:
Young professionals. When Rev. Choi arrived at Westville in 2012, there were
about 60 members. Since then, membership more than tripled to around 200, and
about half of those newcomers are graduate and undergraduate students from
nearby Yale University.
Even after leaving Yale, Rev. Choi says that some of them—now ensconced in
high-paying jobs as doctors and lawyers—regularly tithe to give back to Westville
from afar. “With gladness and willingness, they are still doing that,” Rev. Choi says.
“I’m so grateful.”
Hyun-soo Lim, a lawyer who currently works at a Washington, D.C. firm that
specializes in government investigations and litigations, is one of those tithers. The
reason is simple: “Looking back, Westville was both a sanctuary and a place of
growth for us as Christians,” Lim says.
“Yale has a pretty small campus, but it can feel very lonely for those young
Christians who feel alienated by the largely non-religious student body. Westville
was a loving space for us that helped us stay true to our faith by being in a joyful
community with one another.

“

“It felt very much like a family because of the multiple generations that formed
the church body and who always sought to serve each other,” she continues.
“The older women at the church felt like our aunts, always eager to feed us, and
sending us back to campus with cartons of soup, Kimchi, and other Korean soul
food.”
Some of Lim’s favorite memories at Yale are, she recalls, “going to early morning
prayer (‘sae-byuk gi-do’) at Westville with friends (a doctor, a law school
classmate, and a music student), sharing delicious Korean-style breakfast there
with the deacons and Pastor Choi, and coming back to campus for coffee at
Maison Mathis. And rides to choir practice with a sister and two of her children in
the back of the car… listening to all the funny things the children were obsessed
with that week.”
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COVID Brings
Detour and Not
Departure for Creative
and Resilient Churches
In his new appointment at Fairfield Grace, Rev.
Choi will need to navigate change and church
growth in the new normal created by the
ongoing COVID pandemic. Yet he is confident
and undeterred. “COVID is an opportunity to
deepen our appreciation for the things we have
taken for granted,” he says. “For example, we
miss a lot of things like hugs and handshakes,
and, above all, we miss the praises at worship.
But these days, I often talk about gratitude in
daily life with the congregants.”
He pauses. “We are living in the new normal, so
we say we can’t go back,” Rev. Choi continues.
“Nevertheless, I still believe that God will inspire
us to find a way to make new disciples of
Jesus Christ and to care for existing members
in these uncertain times. I want everyone to be
comforted by the fact that we are not alone. We
are connected each other and God is always
with us!”

“

Nevertheless, I still believe that
God will inspire us to find a way
to make new disciples of Jesus
Christ and to care for existing
members in these uncertain times.

Getting Back to Basics: Ideas to
Emulate for Your Church
Clearly, this sense of connection is why some young professionals
have remained supportive. But what steps were taken along the way
to help the church grow? Rev. Choi says that it a matter of “getting
back to basics” by taking care to:
•

Follow the mandate of the United Methodist Church by seeking
new disciples, actively nurturing existing ones, and passionately
advocating for the needs and concerns of all people. One cornerstone
of “nurturing existing disciples” is that every year, the congregation reads
the entire Bible and has stimulating discussions based on that reading.
“When the people connect and apply the Bible’s words to their
lives, a change in their lives takes place,” says Rev. Choi. “It is
very simple and basic, but it works.” Upon witnessing these
changes, “unchurched” family members and friends also start
attending, thus expanding the church’s outreach.

•

Pray together. At Westville, each Tuesday through Saturday, Rev.
Choi and 10-15 members regularly participated in 6:00am prayer
services. When COVID hit, written sermons were distributed daily
on social media through Kakao Talk and Rev. Choi also recorded
and uploaded sermons to YouTube every day.

•

Value laity. Some Yale students, for example, were tapped to
teach Sunday School while others participated in communityservice projects. Pre-COVID, graduate students from the Yale
School of Music held small classical concerts in nursing homes
and hospitals on a monthly or bi-monthly basis, thereby both
serving and showing concern for the local community.

•

Provide a strong and viable example of pastoral leadership.
Chiwa Woo remembers that when the roof was caving in and their
financial plight seemed darkest, Rev. Choi didn’t flinch. “Rev. Choi did
not give up, but rather showed us the aspect of a true serving leader.
By his serving, the members followed. Even though things might have
seemed impossible at the moment, [we learned that] if all of us hold
the same heart, nothing is impossible under God’s unfailing love.”

•

Embrace fellowship. In the Korean church tradition, eating together
after church is “one of the most important ministries,” because it
allows members to connect on an informal basis. Often, following
a meal of bulgogi (slices of beef with veggies), bibimbap (mixed rice
with veggies) or japchae (Sweet potato starch noodles stir fried with
vegetable), UMM or youth members would stick around to meet and
plan future activities. And, as for those 6:00 am prayers? They were
often followed by something slightly out of the ordinary. And once
again, it involved one of Rev. Choi’s favorites past-times—ping pong.
“I’m a ping pong lover, so I’d encourage church people to play
ping pong for fellowship and for their health every morning,” Rev.
Choi says. Indeed, he takes his ping pong seriously, proudly
stating that Westville is “famous” for their highly competitive ping
pong tournaments.
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New Relationships

PASTOR AND LAY LEADER
WORK TOGETHER TO
SHARE THE GOOD NEWS BY
EMBRACING THE COMMUNITY
Rev. Dorlimar Lebrón Malavé’s vision for the church
she shepherds is brimming with power, possibility—
and a model for highly engaged evangelism.

On December 28, 1969, the Young Lords Party took control
of the historic First Spanish United Methodist Church
(FSUMC), barricaded themselves inside for 11 days and
renamed the house of worship “The People’s Church.”
Unfortunately, since that day over 50 years ago, not enough
has changed for this community. Many of the issues the
Puerto Rican social activist group championed—accessible
healthcare, education, housing, employment, racial equality,
and policing reforms—are still a part of our political and social
discourse.
But the good news is that FSUMC is still in the forefront
combating the systemic problems that its community still
faces. Today, in much the same way that the Young Lords
rebranded FSUMC as “The People’s Church,” the church
is working to acquire another unofficial moniker: “The
Community’s Church.”
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Rev. Lebrón Malavé’s passion
to serve and to show those
who are marginalized God’s
love is deeply ingrained.

Showing God’s Love in First
Spanish UMC’s East Harlem
Neighborhood
The reason is clear and compelling: It is only by serving
the needs of the community, and the people in it, that Rev.
Dorlimar Lebrón Malavé sees Christ’s mission on earth being
fulfilled.
“I want people to walk by this church and say, ‘You know
what? When I was hungry, they fed me. And you know what?
When I didn’t have nowhere to go, they hooked me up with a
social worker who got me into housing,” Rev. Lebron Malave
explains. “And when I was in prison, they came to visit me,
and they wrote me letters. And when I was thirsty, they gave
me something to drink.’
“I want people to see this church on this corner and say, ‘You
know what? They loved a lot of people, and they still do. And
I don’t go to church, but I would attend that church,” she
continues. “Not because of what they have preached about,
not because of what they have said, but because of what I’ve
seen them do.’”

Rev. Lebrón Malavé’s passion to serve and to show those
who are marginalized God’s love is deeply ingrained.
Her father, Rev. Dr. Enrique Lebrón, served as pastor of
the Immanuel & First Spanish Church in the pre-gentrified,
pre-Barclay section of downtown Brooklyn then known as
Puerto Rican Park Slope. Her dad’s love for Methodism’s
itinerant system (he is now retired) caused him to view his
life and vocation as mission. It’s a passion he shared with his
daughter. “Those were the kinds of values and principles that
were instilled in me and that I carry with me in my ministry
today,” Rev. Lebrón Malavé says.
And there’s yet another connection for this daughter of
the United Methodist Church. Born in Puerto Rico, Rev.
Lebrón Malavé was baptized in the Puerto Rico Conference
by Bishop F. Herbert Skeete, who pastored Salem United
Methodist Church in Harlem for 12 years.“ It’s come full circle
because I currently serve in Harlem,” she smiles.
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For FSUMC lay leader
Perez, the opportunity
to become a better
person and to serve
the community quickly
presented itself.

Leaning On a Lay Leader,
Renewed for Service
FSUMC lay leader Raymond Perez, Jr.’ roots in the
community are long and deep.
He, his father, and grandfather all went to the same
neighborhood public school. As a youngster, Perez
attended daycare at First Spanish. Perez also spent time
behind bars, as did his father before him and then his son.
“It’s a generational curse that we’re trying to break,” Perez
stresses. By 2019 he was free and working with his father
to organize a regular summer salsa event at La Marqueta,
the marketplace under the elevated Metro North railway
tracks between 111th Street and 116th Street on Park
Avenue in East Harlem.
Rev. Lebrón Malavé attended that event. Right away, she
appreciated Perez’s spirit and work ethic and knew they’d
work well together at FSUMC.
Perez knew of FSUMC’s historical significance but thought
that was pretty much all the church was—a building
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with a past that had no connection to the present. A
few conversations with Rev. Lebrón Malavé recast his
perception of what the church was and could be. And, he
believes, that dialogue also changed the trajectory of his life.
“The pastor found me. She told me, “Come to my church”
and I came,” Perez says.
“Today, I know this is where I’m supposed to be. I was
strong out here but I was doing the wrong thing—I was
super strong out here. So, I feel that it’s my duty to give
back the same way, with that same strength. I have a more
directed energy for positive outcomes for my community.
All it took for me to believe was to have someone believe in
me. To give me the chance to prove that I can be a better
person.”
For FSUMC lay leader Perez, the opportunity to become
a better person and to serve the community quickly
presented itself.

Partnering to Feed the
Hungry and Minister to the
Sick
Early in the pandemic, when food banks all over were closing
while the needs of so many were multiplying, Rev. Lebrón
Malavé and Raymond Perez quickly determined that what the
community needed most was food. They didn’t have money,
but they pooled their resources. Rev. Lebrón Malavé had a
car and Mr. Perez knew someone who had a pantry. And so,
it began.
They called upon friends and volunteers, like Mr. Perez’
girlfriend, Tanya (who is now his wife) to help. Initially the
crew provided groceries to three or four seniors and single
moms in the community. But in time, their efforts increased.
At its peak, between January and March of 2020, FSUMC
received 40,000 pounds of food per week through a federally
run program. This met the needs of 400-450 households, or
between 1200-1500 individuals, each week.
“The other day, I had ramen noodles for dinner because I’m
struggling myself, you know?” Mr. Perez reveals. “I’m filling
out those rental assistance applications because my rent is
behind. Now, I’m here to bring hope to the hopeless because
I am one of the people who they considered hopeless. Like I
tell everybody, if we show up, our God will do the rest.”
Just as the Young Lords underscored the importance
of keeping the mind, body and spirit strong, FSUMC
has doubled down on this focus by creating a health
and wellness program as a growing ministry within the
church. Some of the sessions offered include acupuncture,
workshops on how to eat and stay healthy, as well as on
holistic and therapeutic medicine.
In July and August, the street near FSUMC (111th Street
between Third and Lexington) was closed on Saturdays as
part of NYC’s Open Streets program.
Rev. Lebrón Malavé explains that the church has “been
trying to curate a space, a safe space for the community
and families to come out.” Now, because of this ministry,
in the summertime residents were able to vacate their hot
apartments and enjoy street life, El Barrio-style. Food was
distributed in the morning, and then the sprinklers were
turned on and a pool was set up for the kids. There were arts
and crafts and Zumba workshops, while the local DJs rocked
the mike until around 6:30 in the evening.
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Faith Without
Works is Dead…
“And all of this is because we wanted to show the community
that even though we don’t have a lot of resources, we can
do the best we can with what we’ve got,” she adds. “The
musicians that played for us, the DJs, people who came to
lead the workshops—they’re community people who wanted
to give back,” Rev. Lebrón Malavé explains.
“I always say everybody has something to contribute.
So, we invite the same participants who come to receive
treatments to also offer something. Maybe they know
a remedy from their home countries. Maybe they know
how to do certain other things. This idea of mutual aid
and how we support each other, how we create this
accessibility and empowerment amongst each other, has
been crucial to our continuing to resist during all that we’re
experiencing right now.”
“We will always be up against oppression. I say this because
in the Gospels all the way from the time of Moses, there was
oppression,” Perez notes. “There was always that need for
someone to rise to the occasion to hold that stake up and
say, “‘There is hope.’” Let’s keep the journey. Let’s stick to
the path. Let’s fight for what’s ahead of us.”’
In East Harlem, right now that stakeholder is Rev. Lebrón
Malavé.
The Gospel and The Book of Resolutions of the United
Methodist Church offer models for applying an active faith to
daily life in ways that can impact the world around us, and
armed with those weapons, she continues the fight.
“Scripture says faith without works is dead. Our UMC
Social Principles are a huge guide for FSUMC. They help
us to make decisions on how we continue to engage the
world and talk about this loving and liberating gospel that
has captured so many of us and has transformed us as
individuals,” Rev. Lebrón Malavé reminds.
“But for people to see this in tangible ways, we need to use
our hands and our feet to not just talk about it, but to actually
walk in God’s love and in truth and in hope and in justice.”
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There was always that need
for someone to rise to the
occasion, to hold that stake
up and say, ‘“There is hope.
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New Roads

HOW ONE
PASTOR’S
SPIRIT-LED
JOURNEY MET A
CRITICAL NEED
IN THE GAMBIA
Transforming Lives
In March 2021, Tani Sylvester wanted to have an African
vacation with her husband, Rev. Dr. Elon Sylvester, Pastor of
Westbury UMC on Long Island.
The trip was to be a celebration commemorating Rev.
Sylvester’s birthday, the couple’s 20th anniversary and a
much-needed “we’re-trying-to-come-out-of-COVID” escape.
But they weren’t heading to Nigeria, where the Sylvesters
knew people. Nor were they going to Kenya or South Africa,
where they could go on safari, or even to Ghana, a popular
destination for descendants of the diaspora in search of
cultural and historical connection. No, not the Sylvesters.
The Reverend had another idea. He announced that he
wanted them to vacation in The Gambia. “Of all of the
places in Africa that we could have gone to—I’m like—really,
pastor?” Tani recalls.
Rev. Sylvester came to this decision after researching and
communicating with some folks that he had met online. It was
a spirit-led decision, he explains, the doings of the Lord, the
leanings of the Holy Ghost. He also felt that he “owed it to the
ancestors” to return.
As soon as their plane touched down, the Gambian people
greeted them warmly with shouts of “welcome home” and
“we’re glad that you’re here.” “Everything was just like the
islands,” smiles Pastor Sylvester, who hails from Trinidad and
Tobago. “I felt so at home. I just wanted to kiss the ground on
behalf of my forebearers and say ‘Look, I’m back.”’
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Listening with the Ears
(and Heart) of a Pastor

“

The smallest country on mainland Africa, The Gambia
is a predominantly Muslim country. It is situated on the
west coast of the continent and has a population of just
over two million people. Nicknamed “the smiling coast
of Africa,” it is the third poorest country in Africa, with an
annual per capita income of just $787, according to data
from to The World Bank.

Before booking their flight for a three-week stay, the
Sylvesters knew little more about The Gambia than the
average tourist. While scanning the internet, the Pastor heard
a lot of buzz about the “repatriation movement,” which helps
those of African ancestry who live in Western nations relocate
to Africa. This led Rev. Sylvester to communicate and
connect with Juliet and Adrian Ryan, a Gambia-based couple
who’d emigrated there two years earlier from England. When
they arrived in The Gambia, the Sylvesters and the Ryans
connected and hit it off immediately.
“I believe the Lord led us to this particular couple, because
[beforehand] we hadn’t known of their involvement in the
movement,” Tani says. Once in The Gambia, the Sylvesters
learned that the Ryans (whose African names are Nyancho
and Hatib Kujabi) are members of the Council of African
Descendants (COAD) a community comprised of African
descendants who have returned from elsewhere to live on
the continent.
They’re also the founders of the BlaXit Channel on
YouTube, a platform dedicated to the positive promotion
of The Gambia and Africa, as well as the repatriation of the
continent.
As for the Sylvesters, while they had no intention of
relocating, they did want to have an authentic experience.

“

Rev. Sylvester heard these
stories with his ears but
responded to them with his
heart.

“

“

Interestingly, the Sylvesters
knew little more than the
average tourist before
booking their flight for a
three-week stay.

Less than 48 hours after they landed, that opportunity arose
when Adrian Ryan said that he needed to drop something
off in Nema Kunku, a village of about 20,000 located in the
midwestern part of the country. When Ryan asked if the
couple wanted to join him, they jumped at the chance to
meet with the village’s tribal chiefs.
“Nema Kunku, unfortunately, is one of those areas that has
suffered from flooding for many years, and it has created a
disaster area,” Adrian Ryan says.

During heavy rains, the village’s dirt roads become
treacherous, which has often led to tragedy, including the
death of a nine-year old boy who was swept away by the
flood a few years ago. Then in 2020, a pregnant woman and
her unborn child died when the road once again flooded, and
medical help could not reach the village.
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Rev. Sylvester heard these stories with his ears but
responded straight from the heart.

“

“

I never believe in
coincidences. I don’t think
us going to The Gambia was
just a ‘let’s go there to have
fun,’ thing. I really think that
the Lord led us there.

Villagers, consisting mostly of tradespeople, explained that
if the roadway was paved, some of the water could be
channeled off in a different direction to alleviate flooding.
When Rev. Sylvester asked how much it would cost to
pave 100 feet of roadway, he was told 197,000 Dalasi.
The number gave him pause until he realized that with the
conversion rate, the amount translated into only $2,500.
“People were dying because of $2,500 US dollars,” Rev.
Sylvester sighs.
“If God brings something to us, it’s because He wants us to
make a difference somehow,” Tani Sylvester emphasizes. “I
never believe in coincidences. I don’t think us going to The
Gambia was just a ‘let’s go there to have fun,’ thing. I really
think that the Lord led us there.”

Small Contributions
Pave a Way to Safety
After he returned stateside, Rev. Sylvester shared the plight
of Nema Kunka at Westbury’s Wednesday morning Bible
Talk class. Angela Pratt-Barrett, the church’s finance chair
who was on the call, says that all who heard the pastor were
touched.
“What struck me was, ‘Oh, my God, we can do this—we can
make a difference and help,” she recalls. By the end of that
first telephone conversation, participants had pledged $2,000
for The Gambia road building project. On a subsequent
Sunday, when Rev. Sylvester told his congregation about this
outpouring of generosity, they pledged even more money.
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“It doesn’t sound like much,” Rev. Sylvester says, “but to
them, it was priceless.”
The church had hoped to give Nema Kunka the $2,500 they
asked for to pave the roads and use the remaining money to
build wells. But ultimately, the entire $4,000 was needed to
finish the road.
“The paving of the road has definitely rejuvenated hopes
among the people of Nema Kunku,” says Jabel Ceesay,
Secretary of Nema Kunka’s Baobab Youth Development
Association. “For instance, in the past, when the rainy season
is approaching, people always think of the poor condition of
the roads, and that dampens their spirit. However, with new
paved roads, people no longer dwell on that nightmare.”
Ceesay says that the village appreciates Rev. Sylvester’s
gesture “beyond measure.”
“We know that the gesture is a Divine one and only people of
such religious caliber can engage in such a mission,” he adds.

“

The need is still there to build
wells and provide pumps
and a tank or two. Westbury
UMC hopes that they can
help with those needs in the
future.

“

“I call it a Firestarter,” Pratt-Barrett continues. “All of the
sudden, the missions committee and the co-chairs all said
we can do this. Another group in the church said that they
could raise a certain amount of money, and then there were
the United Methodist Women. Everyone wanted to donate.”
They had $3,200 within two weeks, an amount that by the
end of the months had grown grew to $4,000.

The Sylvesters’ suggested that Gray visit them at Westbury
UMC, once she returned to Long Island. During that visit,
Gray, her daughter and her grandson took a stroll with Rev.
Sylvester to the church basement.
That’s when the Holy Spirit showed up once again.

A new organization had recently begun renting space at
Westbury UMC and didn’t want any of the items the previous
tenants—an early childhood development center—had left
behind. The church had intended to throw everything away.

The need is still there to build wells and provide pumps and
a tank or two. Westbury UMC hopes that they can help with
those needs in the future.

Gray had other ideas. In that basement, she found what she
calls an “underground treasure trove.” There were jungle
gyms, swings, playpens and castles. There were also
educational toys, building blocks, Legos—tools that are
essential for brain development and developing hand and eye
coordination.

Westbury UMC Blesses
The Gambia Again

Three days later, Gray excitedly showed up with a 26-foot UHaul truck that volunteers proceeded to cram from front to
back with items from the basement, which Gray personally
paid to have shipped to The Gambia, proving yet again how
blessings materialize in unexpected ways.

God wasn’t through making connections. In an example of
just how small the world can sometimes be, the Sylvesters
ran into another Long Islander, Daseta Gray, MA Ed. while
visiting the Ryans’ Council of African Descendants(COAD)
office in The Gambia. A certified education specialist with a
PhD in early childhood education, Gray was appalled when
she saw 65 Gambian kids crammed into a classroom with
one untrained teacher. It was a glorified babysitting situation,
she suggests, with little to no learning going on.
To help, Gray subsequently resigned from her job on Long
Island and began splitting her time between the United
States and The Gambia.

Rev. Sylvester says that he’d love to see a broader mission
outreach from the UMC denomination to The Gambia, and it
doesn’t have to be in the form of money or goods. Donations
of services, such as medical or architectural services and and
teaching skills, are also needed. Ultimately, he believes that
building a UMC church and school there would be a game
changer.
“Everybody is plundering the country and giving nothing
back to its development,” Rev. Sylvester explains. “It’s
heartbreaking. If we, as people of God—can can see a
measure of evil taking place, we need to do something about
it. United Methodists are bound to combat the sources of evil
in the world. If we don’t do it, who will? If not us, then who?”
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A New Way

CRAFTING A CREATIVE
SOLUTION TO A COVIDRELATED ISSUE
Jesse Lee Memorial UMC is noted for its focus
on community-centered outreach, but the
Pandemic forced a new way—and it has worked
wonders.
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Applying a Surprisingly
Simple Solution Kept a
Critical Ministry Afloat

In a sign that life, in some ways, is going back to a pre-COVID
sense of normalcy, the Jesse Lee Memorial United Methodist
Church (Jesse Lee Church) pumpkin patch was back in
business this fall.
In 2020, however, amidst a surging pandemic, the Ridgefield,
Connecticut-based church, had to pivot from its 30-plus-year
tradition of supporting the Navajo nation by buying pumpkins
from them for their pumpkin patch.
Unloading pumpkins from trucks bucket-brigade style as they
had in the past would have been far too dangerous from a
health perspective. The solution was simple: Sell creative
handmade gourds instead, with proceeds again going to
the Navajo Nation. So, the church opted to make their own
pumpkins out of wood and paint and sticks.

The Navajo were hit exponentially harder by COVID than other
communities in America. Thankfully, however, with a vaccination
rate that is fast approaching 80 percent, today the Navajo are
now among the first nations in the world to reach herd immunity.

came up with an innovative way to fulfill their missional goals.
Row after row of pumpkins, carved out of plywood and
painted bright orange, would be made available for purchase
and personalization in a homemade pumpkin patch.

But early in the pandemic, Navajos had an infection rate nearly
twice that of the rest of the population. And even prior to
COVID, the 173,667 people who live on the Navajo reservation
experienced severe health disparities. They have only 200
hospital beds across a dozen healthcare facilities and between
30-40 percent of Navajos have neither electricity nor running
water. This makes taking even the most basic precautions
during the pandemic, more than problematic.

Jesse Lee’s Spirit Builders Ministry (an active group of
craftsmen and women, builders and engineers who use their
skills to help Jesse Lee Church and the community when
needed) created a production plan that made it fun and fruitful
to work together to cut out pumpkins from thin plywood.

“Canceling for the safety of all was the right thing to do, but it
felt like a gut punch to be unable to help the Navajo when they
needed it the most,” Rev. Dr. William B. Pfohl, senior pastor of
Jesse Lee Church, recalls about last year.

Priced at between $10 and $30, purchasers could take their
pumpkins home as-is, or they could further decorate them
with paints and markers that were available at socially
distanced tables. This latter option provided a simple yet fun
way for families to connect and savor the crisp fall air while
also supporting a good cause: Proceeds from the pumpkin
sale went to support the Navajo Nation’s COVID-19 relief
fund.

“We also didn’t want to deny our community the happiness
the pumpkin patch brings. It really was a painful decision on
both fronts.”

The Spirit Painters Ministry (the painting and design arm of the
Spirit Builders organization) primed and painted the pumpkins.

But the Jesse Lee parishioners were more determined than
ever to help. Motivated people in the 1,063-member church

“

“

The saints at Jesse Lee like
to say that the patch is about
more than the pumpkins; it’s
about mission, community,
and connection.
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Creating a Museum
in the Street at Jesse Lee
The church took these efforts a step further by creating “a
museum in the street” that could showcase the long mission
relationship Jesse Lee has had with the Navajo Nation, the
proud history of the Navajo, the sacrifices they’ve made for
this country, and the impact COVID-19 is having on this
indigenous community.
In addition to offering information about how and why Jesse
Lee was working so hard to help the Navajo community,
the museum in the street exhibit raised awareness of the
hardships faced by the Navajo and offered an opportunity to
help by texting “GIVE” to a phone number associated with
the Church’s online giving platform (Elexio) and selecting
“Navajo Donations” to make a contribution to the effort to
provide COVID relief to the beleaguered nation.
In just two weekends, the church sold 800 of their gorgeous
homemade gourds. Jesse Lee also earned a lot by
auctioning off some artisanal pumpkins that were painted
and donated by local artists and celebrities like Ira Joe
Fisher, Claire Sigsworth and Donna Ward.
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These works of art sparked a bidding war that boosted the
church’s fundraising efforts even more, says Rev. Pfohl.
Altogether, Jesse Lee raised nearly $13,500 in the pumpkin
patch and donated the proceeds to COVID relief for the
Navajo Nation to deliver on its promise to help them—
especially when they needed it most.

From Sept. 25 through Oct. 31, the patch was open seven
days a week. Visitors were able to buy pumpkins that were
grown by Jesse Lee Church’s Navajo mission partners in
New Mexico or purchase one of the 100 or so remaining
“homemade’ wooden pumpkins created last year. Either way,
all proceeds and donations went directly to the Navajo/Hopi
COVID-19 Relief Fund.
On top of that, the church hosted several movie nights for
kids that took place in the patch under the stars.

A Sign of Resilience
and Rejuvenation
The venture was successful, but as Marvin Gaye and
Tammi Terrell used to say—”ain’t nothing like the real thing.”
Thankfully, in 2021 the original tradition resumed. We’re
talking real pumpkins, real bucket brigade, real community—
and real interaction. And, not surprisingly, it all felt wonderful.
“The Jesse Lee Pumpkin patch embodies our commitment
to mission outreach, our desire to serve our community and
our hope to help make connections with our neighbors close
to home and our mission partners in the Navajo Nation. It all
reflects God’s love and light into the world,” says Rev. Pfohl.
“The Jesse Lee Church Pumpkin Patch is a true emblem of
resilience borne out of the trials of the pandemic both here
and in the Navajo Nation.”
And as the country tentatively took steps towards a new
normal with COVID, church volunteers again formed a
bucket brigade to take the pumpkins off the trucks and
place them upon the church’s lawn. It was an important
return to the old way of doing things. The saints at Jesse Lee
like to say that the patch is about more than the pumpkins;
it’s about mission, community, and connection.
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1. Focus on your mission. For Jesse Lee their
mission “to be a beacon of God’s love, shining
light where there is darkness, inspiring hope where
there is despair and facilitating healing where there
is pain,” fueled the urge to act on behalf of their
Navajo partners.
2. Brainstorm and be willing to trying out different
ideas by asking “what if.” For example, when the
idea of making homemade pumpkins out of luan
plywood, attaching stakes to them and painting
them orange to populate our patch was pitched,
Rev. Pfohl says it immediately felt right.
“We built on this with the option for families to
decorate these pumpkins to make them their own in
socially distanced decoration stations in the patch.
Next, came the museum in the street idea and that
felt like the perfect complement. The key to this
successful brainstorm was to let the Spirit lead to
ideas that work.”
3. Be willing to take a leap of faith. Jesse Lee was
motivated to help the Navajo Nation, but knew that
to make it work, they would need to move outside
of their comfort zone. The fact that members came
together as a team bolstered the confidence of all
involved.
We just kept taking the next right step and God
came in and did the rest, Rev. Pfohl says. “Faith in
God and trust in each other is what makes things
happen.”
Altogether, Jesse Lee raised nearly $13,500 in the
pumpkin patch and donated the proceeds to COVID
relief for the Navajo Nation to deliver on its promise to
help them—especially when they needed it most.
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Back to
the Future
Two semi-trucks delivered more than 5,000 pumpkins to the
church, which enabled the Ridgefield community to make
another large donation to the Navajo Nation.
While the skills of the Spirit Builders and Spirit Painters
weren’t needed this time around, the “museum on the street”
element that Rev. Pfohl created during the height of COVID
remained and, in fact, expanded. In addition to the placard
on Main Street which told of the history of the Navajo Nation,
another placard was placed within the pumpkin patch itself—
this one acknowledging the travails of 2020 and the
determination of the church and its people to push forward.
Even in hard times, the Holy Spirit can make love and joy
grow, despite all the obstacles.
“When people come together to give generously of their
time, treasure and talent to help mission partners in need,
the Holy Spirit moves into the project blessing everyone
involved,” Rev. Pfohl says. “We are grateful to everyone who
helped to make this remarkable mission outreach possible.”

“

Even in hard times, the Holy
Spirit can make love and
joy grow, despite all the
obstacles.

“

Looking for a way to rework and revive
a ministry for these uncertain times?
Jesse Lee insiders offers three easy
lessons learned from their experience
bringing the Homemade Pumpkin Patch
to life:

New Ministries

By: Margaret Howe

What I’ve found is that success in the essential area of reset is contingent
upon our willingness to embrace several characteristics: curiosity, hope,
passion, courage, independence, self-confidence—and an inordinate
amount of perseverance.
Since March of 2020, our world at large (and the smaller orbits that
we occupy) have changed dramatically. For many of us, our daily lives
look nothing like they used to. Very little is the same. So, how do we
adjust and re-arrange our mental and emotional landscapes to care for
ourselves, as well as our communities and churches in this new world?
Care teams offer the people of God a readily accessible means of naming
and claiming their own gifts and graces of ministry.
At my local church—New Paltz United Methodist Church—we’ve leaned
into our care team as an invaluable resource. I asked my Pastor, Rev. L.
Grace Harmon, “what does a great care team look like for you?”

“

Care teams offer the people of God a
readily accessible means of naming
and claiming their own gifts and
graces of ministry.

“

CARE TEAMS
SHARE GOD’S
LOVE IN
SIMPLE, YET
CREATIVE
WAYS

In the past year and half, nearly everyone has been pushed into an
environment where change is inevitable, uncertainty is the new normal and
the ability to pivot and think creatively makes all the difference. It’s been a
challenge for many, but in my local church—as is likely the case all over
the New York Annual Conference—we’re proud of the many innovative
ministries that continue to care for our communities and people.
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Care Teams Inspire Christians
to Focus on the Broader
Community
As part of a care team, we learn together the blessings
and benefits of both giving and receiving care. American
Christians can often be confident in offering care, but
squeamish about receiving it. Care teams build our exposure
to the double blessings of giving and receiving.
At New Paltz United Methodist Church, having a care team
affords us the opportunity to be involved in broader and
deeper ministries.
In the Catskill Hudson District, the care team does a lot of
one-on-one ministry outreach. They visit members who are
sick or shut in, or those who are recently grieving. Members
of the care team organize rides to church and appointments
and let us know if something is seriously concerning and
should therefore be addressed quickly. Because our pastor
knows and trusts that parishioners are in such capable
hands, she can be a pastoral presence in the wider
community to a much greater extent.

New Ideas
for Ministry
According to Rev. Harmon, there are so many good reasons to
have a care team and numerous ways to develop a team that’s
set up for success. And they all can offer remarkable blessings
for congregational and pastoral ministry.
Rev. Harmon explains: “My role as the pastor is not to do all of
the things or fill all of the roles. Rather, a pastor’s role is to steer
people toward their own God-given callings—and then help to
equip them for the task at hand. A church may have a pastor,
but it is full of ministers. Care teams offer the people of God a
readily accessible means of naming and claiming their own gifts
and graces of ministry. They give us a chance to fulfill new roles
and use our talents to help others.”
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“

“

As part of a care team, we
learn together the blessings
and benefits of both giving
and receiving care.

During COVID, our care team has grown and developed,
deepening personal relationships and commitments to one
another, just when those bonds were most needed. The
work of the care team has been instrumental in stabilizing our
congregation in uncertain times, thereby preparing us for a
flourishing life post-pandemic.
In New Paltz our care team wasted no time in immediately
contacting our community. We sent regular email blasts
asking such questions as, “What is your favorite book in the
Bible? What was your favorite childhood church experience?
What Bible character do you most identify with?” It only took
a day or so for folks to reach out and start communicating
back and forth. Responses flooded in. It was exciting.
We learned so much about each other and began to
establish and nurture new and meaningful relationships.
When we asked the congregation and friends to email us
their favorite hymns, we received tons of suggestions. Our
Music Director has always practiced by playing hymns.
Because we were already using Facebook as one of our
worship platforms, he was able to spend a half an hour
playing on Facebook Live, worship activity into weekly
Wednesday Hymn-A-Longs. This type of Ministry of Caring
through Music can be mirrored in churches across the New
York Annual Conference.

Reverend Harmon’s insights on care teams made me look
at the way our church interacts with ministries and missions.
How does the church “do” “be” “act,” and follow John
Wesley’s three simple rules – do no harm, do good, stay in
love with God?

Other Ways to be Impactful
in Ministry by Taking Small
Steps

“

Because our pastor knows
and trusts that parishioners
are in such capable hands,
she can be a pastoral presence
in the wider community to a
much greater extent.

•

Stay connected. In 2020, Easter was a particular
challenge. We could not be together, and the sanctuary
was closed except for the three people leading worship
online. We decided to deliver a small Easter plant to all
our congregants’ front doors, accompanied by a greeting
from the church wishing them a Happy Easter. All of this
happened with very few people in the same place at the
same time. Again, the response was tremendous. We
received so many emails and phone calls of thanks.
Because our pastor knows and trusts that parishioners are
in such capable hands, she can be a pastoral presence in
the wider community to a much greater extent.

Communicate regularly—and creatively. Once New
Paltz UMC returned to our church for in-person worship,
it was difficult to identify each other behind the masks.
We missed seeing all the people and faces. In response,
congregants took pictures of themselves with their
masks on and we created a “Mask Photo Gallery.” We
learned to see smiles through our eyes.

Along those lines, several folks indicated that they would
love a newsletter. We launched one with no name in August
2020. Afterwards, we held a contest to name the newsletter
and then decided upon “The Wider Circle Times.”

I have my own church experience, of course. And as a Lay
Leader for the Catskill Hudson District, I am familiar with
how other churches have been coping during this time of
exacerbated and persistent need. I will share a few brief stories
to spur thoughts on to move forward in your own context:
•

“

As Christians we are called to be the hands and feet of God.
Care teams hold us accountable to that commitment in a
way that can grow and evolve readily, based upon the needs
of the congregation and the community.

The publication goes deeper than just listing dates for
meetings and so forth. Instead, we feature stories about
the people, ministries and the missions taking place in
New Paltz.
•

Use technology as widely as possible. When COVID
hit, New Paltz UMC used ZOOM and Facebook for
worship service. Today, we use three platforms each
week: in-person worship, ZOOM and Facebook.
These initiatives have inspired a tremendous amount of
meaningful connection and conversation.
New Paltz is far from alone in its efforts. Take the case
of Conesville United Methodist Church which also has
successful, thriving care ministries. Conesville has a
strong Sunday School program that has become a
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In October, Catskill Hudson District Virtual Sunday
School via the Conesville Chapel was started, delivering
exciting, innovative ministry to more children.
•

Coalesce to meet the needs of your local community.
COVID magnified food insecurities in the rural Catskill
Hudson District. Our Conference stepped in to assist
folks who needed help in feeding their families. Among
other things, the NYAC accentuated available community
and government support.
Currently, the area’s vital Food Pantries are working with
one another to continue to provide sustenance: A Food
Pantry in Ellenville supplements food for Mongaup Valley.
Ulster Heights, which operated a successful pantry, now
does a “drive by” pantry pick up.
As Food panties have opened in many churches, the
workers have learned it is about so much more than the
food. It’s about caring and connecting. Volunteers have
proven more than willing to pick up produce, meat, and
bread from local markets. What’s more, since COVID,
local supermarkets have become much more involved in
feeding their immediate communities.
If it is at all possible to have a silver lining to COVID,
it is that we have grown much more aware of those
around us, the straits of individual families, and are
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thus providing many vital ministries—from food and
supplement programs to school backpack ministries and
accessible fresh food gardens.
That really is just the tip of the iceberg. There is so much
more – new ways of doing ministries with a renewed
spirit of caring – prayer blankets and knitting, outdoor
worship centers, outdoor communion, fresh food givea-way, book and Bible studies and organized dinners
and other meals. In short, we are much, much more
in touch with and responsive to the circumstances of
others. COVID magnified the importance of an alert and
proactive community for all of us.
There are so many more examples of Caring Ministries
done by teams creating safe places to connect the
needs of the people to the Presence of God. They
transform the world through Christ.
Margaret Howe is Conference Secretary for the New York
Annual Conference, Catskill Hudson District Lay Leader,
a member of New Patz UMC and a beloved Child of
God.

“

There is so much more – new
ways of doing ministries with
a renewed spirit of caring.

“

model for small rural churches. And during COVID, it
blossomed on Zoom. When they discussed returning
to in-person classes, many families indicated that their
children could not physically attend. So, they pressed on
with ZOOM and then went one step forward by offering
this Virtual Sunday School to other districts that had
found it difficult to provide these classes.

New Appointments

NORTHPORT’S
OLDEST CHURCH
WELCOMES A
NEW PASTOR
By: Alex Edwards-Bourdrez
As the country is cautiously creeping out from under the pandemic, Rev. David Czeisel (pronounced
SIZE-ul) is excited.
Rev. Czeisel is the newly-appointed pastor of St. Paul’s United Methodist Church (UMC) in Northport,
Long Island, Northport’s longest continuously worshipping congregation. The church campus of three
buildings was recently listed in the New York State National Registry of Historic Places.
St. Paul’s has a rich, symbiotic relationship with Northport, a historic maritime village on the Island’s
north shore. The church culture is rooted in the quiet and generous caring that members provide for
each other and through area service organizations.
Rev. Czeisel is invigorating the congregation to explore with him the possibilities for creative and
expanding ministry.
Lay Leader Cathy McDonough has worked closely with Rev. Czeisel during the first two months of his
tenure. “Change is never easy, but each new pastor brings unique talents and experiences, and we
are excited about the gifts that Rev. Czeisel has to offer,” Ms. McDonough says. “His technical ability
enables us to have live hybrid worship that is meaningful and engaging to participants at home on Zoom
as well as those in the sanctuary.
His interest in children’s ministry, networking in the community, and working with other churches is
inspiring, and will guide us to ‘transform the world through Christ.’”
Indeed, Rev. Czeisel is focused on the transforming power of the triune God, for individuals, groups and
whole communities. His approach is both practical and visionary. Eager to re-energize the community
engagement that has defined the church’s presence since its inception in 1834, he embraces the St.
Paul’s mission of cultivating “a family where faith expression, growth, and renewal challenge us to find
ever new ways to serve God through service to God’s world wherever need is found.”
Perhaps the most visible emblem of vibrant interaction and service is the all-volunteer St. Paul’s Thrift
Shop, situated prominently on Main Street next to the church building. Donations are heaped daily on
the front porch of the two-story nineteenth-century converted residence. In addition to meeting the
needs of those whose budgets are seriously strained, the operation spares landfills more than ten tons
of materials each year.
There is also much activity involving outside groups within the walls of the 1873 church building and the
adjacent three-story Depression-era addition behind the sanctuary.
“St. Paul’s has always been in tune with the community’s pulse of life,” Rev. Czeisel notes. “Many of the
activities held here have been community-wide celebrations.”
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He cites the example of the annual Northport One-Act Play
Festival, showcasing local playwrights, actors and directors,
which has returned this fall for its twelfth run after going dark
during the pandemic.
St. Paul’s is looking forward to reviving other pre-pandemic
performing arts programs, such as the Northport Arts
Coalition’s monthly Starlight Coffeehouse Music Series,
featuring performances in the church’s fellowship room, as
well as the monthly Opera Night concerts of arias in the
acoustically blessed sanctuary.
“Just as the medieval churches became preservers and
cultivators of the arts, St. Paul’s has been home to a variety
of musical and artistic efforts,” Rev. Czeisel says. “The
creative Spirit of God can be shared through the arts, and we
will continue to offer our spaces to performers who resonate
with our mission.”
As a trained singer and musician (he plays the djembe,
a traditional West African drum), Rev. Czeisel began
collaborating with parishioners, many of whom are talented
musically, to enhance the spiritual experience of worship
through music.
While he is committed to re-opening the church’s doors
to community-based programs, Rev. Czeisel also plans
to expand the church’s collaboration with other houses of
worship.
St. Paul’s is one of a dozen member congregations of the
Ecumenical Lay Council (ELC) of Northport-East Northport, a
consortium of houses of worship of varying denominations,
founded in the 1970s by a St. Paul’s parishioner. The ELC
operates the local food pantry and supports the programs
of Youth Directions and Alternatives, a local nonprofit
working through the area’s school districts. In that spirit,
Rev. Czeisel sees St. Paul’s taking the lead in the North
Shore Cooperative Parish of United Methodist churches in
the nearby towns of Centerport, Dix Hills, East Northport,
Huntington, Commack and Smithtown.
“The Cooperative Parish is relatively new as a formal
alliance, and by joining hands we will discover a deep well
of opportunities to strengthen our outreach and impact,” he
explains. “There are pockets of need in our otherwise affluent
area that we can help meet more fully. We need to step out
more, think creatively and encourage each other.”

Inspired by St. Paul’s
History of Taking Bold Steps
In the early 1900s, African-American educator, orator, author
and presidential advisor, Booker T. Washington, lived in
nearby Fort Salonga. St. Paul’s pastor at the time invited him
to deliver a message from the pulpit. Many members of St.
Paul’s protested, but its pastor insisted, and Washington’s
inspiring sermon won the congregation over.
It was an event that helped pave the way for changing
attitudes in the community. Much more recently, the St. Paul’s
congregation engaged in a process of discernment that led
to a vote to declare itself a reconciling congregation, openly
welcoming people of all sexual orientations and identities into
the full ministry of the church.
St. Paul’s congregants cherish the church’s proactive caring
for the humanity and wellbeing of all who worship here, a
quality that Rev. Czeisel will tap as he leads the congregation
in ministry and outreach. Longtime parishioners who were
raised in the church, and who are now bringing their children
and grandchildren to worship and Sunday school, continue
to draw solace and strength from what they all experience as
a warm and supportive family. They are a church community
that answers the call to serve quietly and energetically.
Rev. Czeisel is assiduously engaging with members of
the congregation on various levels. Many have expressed
excitement about his approach to worship and the substance
of his sermons. He is cultivating trust with parishioners
through genuine curiosity about each person’s talents and
spiritual life, openness about himself, sharing ideas while
respecting St. Paul’s traditions and proactive pastoral care.
Recognizing the spiritual, economic, and physical challenges
that the pandemic has brought, Rev. Czeisel sees the hand
of God in meeting them collectively with joy and hope.
“Despite how much it is requiring of us in terms of energy
and emotion, this is the perfect moment for a spiritual revival.
There’s no time better for spiritual awakening then when
we are already on our knees,” he explains. His example is a
beacon for us to follow.
Alex Edwards-Bourdrez is a freelance writer and St. Paul’s
Staff Parish Relations Committee Chair
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New Priorities

PANDEMIC-RELATED STRESS
MAKES CLERGY SELF-CARE
EVEN MORE IMPORTANT
When was the last time that you took a check-up
from the neck up or paused long enough to take
inventory of how you’re really feeling?

Statistics say that one out of every five people in the general
population will experience a mental illness, such as anxiety or
depression, during their lifetime. Unfortunately, comparable
statistics for clergy aren’t much different. And new data
confirms what we all know — the pandemic has exacerbated
the problem.
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Seven Easy Ways to
Focus on Self-Care
1. Cut yourself some slack. “People lay a lot on the
pastor, that’s part of the job,” Crites says. “In therapy
we have a term called transference—people see you
as the answer to all of the problems and they’re furious
when you’re not perfect and can’t fix everything,” Take
note: You can’t fix everything. Don’t try.
2. Find Your Tribe. One NYAC pastor confides that
reading about others who faced similar struggles made
her feel less alone; one book she highly recommends
is Rest in the Storm: Self-Care Strategies for Clergy
and Other Caregivers by Rev. Kirk Byron Jones.
3. Slow Your Roll. Despite what you think, every issue
doesn’t have to be addressed immediately. Prioritize
and pace yourself. Don’t have the urgency of the
now, have the urgency of care.
4. Accentuate the Positive. Crites notes that we are
really affected by what we focus on. “So, when you
focus on someone who helps you feel safe and loved,
your whole system can change….your body/mind/
spirit can be in a totally different space, if you let it.”
5. Pursue Peer Support. Just having another person
listen to you is so important. Call a friend or call
someone else in the clergy if you don’t have someone
to talk to about how you’re feeling.
6. Know Your Role. Never feel like you have to be
savior of everyone in your church—we already have
the Savior. Make sure that you’re their pastor instead.
7. Get Your Life Back. “If you’re looking to get
your personal needs met in your parish, that’s a
mistake,” Crites says. “It’s wonderful to have good
relationships in a parish, but you have to have your
own life. Invest time, money and energy in getting
healthy. Exercise, meet with friends and have a good
time—so that your parish isn’t your whole life.”
“A lot of clergy today are really, really struggling and
extremely stressed,” Crites reflects. “The level of
death since COVID, the enormity of grief that has
surrounded us. It’s a constant barrage.
Self-care is really, really important. And it is so very
individual. What can help your soul? Maybe it’s music. I
saw one person who found comfort dancing to a favorite
song. Whatever it is, in times like these, you must find it.”
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According to the 2021 Clergy Well-Being Survey conducted
by Wespath, “there has been a steady decline across almost
all dimensions of well-being of United Methodist Church
(UMC) clergy. The 2021 survey continues this negative trend
with an even steeper decline compared to 2019, showing
the dramatic impact COVID, social/racial injustice and the
ongoing uncertainty within the UMC has had on clergy wellbeing.”
There is no denying that work/life balance and social
stressors are increasing. Rev. Dorothea (Thea) Crites,
an ordained United Methodist minister and pastoral
psychotherapist with more than 30 years of experience
explains, “we all need serious self-care, especially being in
the helping profession. But helpers tend to not see that they
need help. ”
“There has been so much change and disruption in our
culture,” Crites emphasizes. “We have been through multiple
traumas. There is a lot of Post-traumatic stress disorder.
The climate, the political environment, and then COVID has
been [problematic] over such a long time. So, it is very, very
important to feed the individual soul. To take care of yourself
in your own unique way. You can’t be in that high level of
trauma constantly.”
Consider: When was the last time that you took a check-up
from the neck up or paused long enough to take inventory
of how you’re really feeling? Are you exhausted but can’t
sleep? Do the things that gave you joy yesterday feel flat and
unfulfilling today? Have you lost your appetite or, conversely,
are you eating everything in sight? Your answers may shed
light on whether you should make a change or seek outside
help. It would come as no surprise if you did.
Crites notes that for many clergy, the COVID pandemic
has only exacerbated an already shaky situation. Church
members are sick or dying. Families are in need of comfort.
And sometimes, all clergy can do is pray, call, or Zoom from
afar. “We’ve got to recognize that we’re being impacted by
our own stuff,” Crites says. “We all are feeling a lot of grief
because of the deaths, but also because of all the losses of
our usual freedom and ways we connect to other people.”
An important part of recovery involves setting limits and
putting strict boundaries on time and engagements, refuse to
allow yourself to get run down and burnt out. Most clergy are
overachievers, but it is essential to learn to let go of control
and approach self-care in order to be a better leader, person,
and pastor.

THE LAST WORD…
Grace and Peace,
I’d be remiss if I didn’t first thank all the kind and thoughtful New York Annual
Conference (NYAC) clergy and laity who responded enthusiastically to our first
issue of The Vision Magazine.
With the first issue under our belt, the goal from where I sit is to continue refining
and growing this publication in the months to come—to keep resetting as the
needs of our Annual Conference evolves.
Speaking of reset, you’ll notice this quarter that our theme is “A New Thing” drawn
from the scripture, Isaiah 43:19 (ESV):
“Behold, I am doing a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? I will
make a way in the wilderness and rivers in the desert.”
The focus for the issue is on RESET for the future of the United Methodist church
with an emphasis on the new things happening in our local churches in response
to the unprecedented times we’ve found ourselves in for the past year and a half.
What I didn’t want to do, however, was focus on the negative, but instead, to
show how God’s presence is apparent during it all.
This narrative was intentional, as the New York Annual Conference continues to
focus attention on new ideas, strategies and a myriad of ways to create a longterm, sustainable, inclusive, anti-racist and multi-cultural future where our local
churches can be held up as thriving, innovative, welcoming and consistently
showing God’s love to all that seek to be transformed by the Word.
It is my prayer that you read through this issue with an eye of seeking ideas to
emulate and renewed motivation for your “new thing” in the weeks and months
ahead. Especially now, we all need food for the journey to mitigate the issues of
the day.
Thankfully, there’s no shortage of great works taking place throughout our Annual
Conference.
I look forward to hearing about, writing about and telling all how YOUR church
is leaning into the times and resetting to make disciples for the transformation
of the world. Remember to drop us a line and share your story by emailing
communications@nyac.com.
May it be so,

Lisa

Lisa Isom
Executive Editor, The Vision Magazine
Communications Director, New York Annual Conference
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Coming Soon

